A quantitative cell-based high-content screening assay for the epidermal growth factor receptor-specific activation of mitogen-activated protein kinase.
The complexity of mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling pathways and their activation by different stimuli makes assaying the activation of particular MAPKs by specific receptors a challenging problem. The multiplexing capability of quantitative high-content screening (HCS) assays enables the simultaneous monitoring and correlation, in the same cell, of an MAPK's specific activation with a particular receptor's post-signaling behavior, such as its internalization. We demonstrate a cell-based HCS assay to quantify the epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor-specific activation of the MAPK ERK. Activation was quantified by measuring immunofluorescently labeled phosphorylated extracellular signal-regulated protein kinases (ERK) in the nucleus. Specificity of ERK activation by the EGF receptor was simultaneously confirmed in the same cell by quantitatively monitoring fluorescent EGF's internalization and subsequent intracellular degradation. Quantitative analysis of the temporal behavior of these two activities showed that phosphorylated ERK's accumulation in the nucleus peaked at 5 min before falling to basal levels by 30 min. Cellular accumulation of fluorescent EGF was slower, peaking around 30 min, before being degraded. This assay strategy can serve as a paradigm to study other signaling pathways and their activation by specific receptors. The flexibility and multiplexing capability of HCS assays allow the use of additional targets to further qualify the specificity of response by including other MAPKs or receptors, to rule out cross-talk from competing signaling pathways, or to simultaneously monitor toxicity effects of compounds. This automated, non-subjective, easy-to-use assay procedure provides information rich, quantitative results, and demonstrates the potential of the HCS assay approach in deconvolving intracellular signaling pathways.